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Abstract—Fault tolerance and periodical changes of the
network topology are two important attributes that should
be carefully designed in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). In
this paper we propose a new routing protocol for improving
fault tolerance of WSN which takes into consideration the
measurement accuracy requirements (expressed as a lower
limit on k-coverage) and network performance. The main idea
of the k-coverage problem is to schedule the sleeping time of
sensors in order to preserve their energy and maximize network
lifetime. The proposed routing protocol offers a protection
against link and node failures by computing k disjoint paths.
It also takes into account the changes of the network topology
caused by the scheduling of sensor sleeping.
Keywords-Fault tolerance; Sensor Networks; k-coverage;
Routing; Protection;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are generally deployed
to monitor areas and provide measurements for surveillance
applications. WSNs have several application domains: to
monitor the environment/habitat, to collect information, to
register and process environmental parameters for optimization or prediction, and/or to insure security ([2] describes
many applications and challenges). Often, the measurement
or surveillance task of a WSN requires the complete coverage of a target area or a set of target objects. In a general
WSN architecture, several sensor nodes send the observation
data to Base Stations (BSs) or sinks. Then data can be
processed by the sinks and later send to the potential clients.
The sensors are performing sensing and communication
tasks and the main problems and challenges of this kind
of networks are associated to these two activities [1]. The
sensor network should be capable to measure in the target
area and to process the measured values and transmit them
to sink nodes. As several critical applications can depend on
the measurement results, reliability of the overall network is
a key issue, including both measurement reliability (which
often requires multiple nodes to measure the same area) and
communication (supported by routing).
Routing in WSNs is an important issue that addresses
the delivery of the sensed data from source sensor nodes to
the sink. Due to the inherent characteristics of WSNs. The
routing protocol should be simple and able to deal with a

very large number of nodes (scalable), the limited energy, the
limited processing and storage capacities of nodes and also
to be self-configurable regarding node failures and changes
of the network topology.
Many routing protocols have been proposed in the
literature. These routing protocols can be classified in
three classes: Data centric routing, hierarchical routing and
location-based routing. In data centric routing [8], [12],
[4], all nodes are typically assigned equal roles; the base
station sends queries to certain regions and waits for data
from the sensors. In hierarchical routing [6], [7], [3], the
network is divided into clusters, in each cluster the node
with high energy is used to process and send the information
while the other nodes are used to perform the sensing.
In location-based routing [11], [5] there is no addressing
scheme available, and nodes are addressed by location.
The location is obtained by distance estimation, neighbor
discovery or GPS.
Previous works have considered routing constraints such
as node mobility, energy limitations, high network density
and limited computation capabilities. However, only a few
works have actually considered the node failures and the
periodical changes of the network topology.
In our previous works [9], we developed the Controlled
Greedy Sleep (CGS) algorithm which performs well in prolonging network lifetime and offering reliable measurement
results (by ensuring k-coverage) at the same time. It has been
proven that this results in a quasi-optimal solution. Here
we investigate how an efficient routing algorithm can be
implemented in this context, using efficiently ”cross-layer”
information, i.e., the scheduling of nodes determined by
CGS.
Our main contribution in this paper is to propose a new
routing protocol for fault tolerance in WSN. The overall
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents K-Coverage
Problem and the previously developed CGS algorithm. Next,
Section 3 describes our assumptions and the proposed
routing algorithm, illustrating the operation on an example.
Conclusions and directions for future work are presented in
Section 4.
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II. K-C OVERAGE P ROBLEM AND CGS
Generally, sensors have limited power capacity but WSNs
has to meet relatively strong lifetime requirements, thus the
energy conservation is a critical issue in WSN. Mostly, high
density of sensors and a scheduled sleeping algorithm are
employed to preserve energy of the sensors and provide
the network services. Sensors periodically alternate between
sleep and awake states using a given period length T , thus
saving energy. On the other hand, the notion of k-coverage
refers to the requirement that each measurement area should
be covered by at least k sensors. Our aim is to find a balance
between these contradicting requirements.
A. Sensor Network Model
Generally the communication range of a sensor is greater
than the twice of the sensing one; so, one can suppose
that the sensors sharing the measurement/observation task
anywhere can also communicate one with the other. Consequently, if the target area is covered with awake sensors,
then the connectivity of the WSN is also ensured [10].
We consider a WSN consisting of n homogeneous sensors
s1 , s2 , ..., sn . A WSN is considered homogeneous if its
sensors have the same sensing and communication range.
We also assume that sensors are static and each sensor
knows its own location (xi , yi ) and where the sink is located.
The position of the sink must be broadcasted throughout
the network at the start (or when the sink moves). The
information about the actives neighbours such as the location
and energy are provided by CGS. Our routing protocol can
be executed at the beginning of each CGS period.
B. The Controlled Greedy Sleep Algorithm
In this scheduling nodes have local information on their
neighborhood only. EachSsensor node q will use a locally
known sub-graph Gq (Sq Rq , Eq ). This sub-graph contains
geographical regions Rq covered by q, the set Sq of sensors
which participate the coverage of at least one region of Rq .
Eq contains the edges between the regions and sensors. The
scheduling is based on a particular factor.
The coverage ratio is positive if the region is over-covered,
and negative otherwise: in this latter case the operation of
all sensors covering r is essential. Moreover, the smaller
the energy of q, the larger its drowsiness. CGS enforces
the sensors in critical positions to go to sleep whenever it
is possible, to conserve their energy for times when their
participation will become inevitable. A sensor q can go
to sleep when its neighbors with larger drowsiness factor
decided their state for the next period and q has no critical
(not over-covered) region to monitor. Consequently, each
sensor should know the drowsiness factor of its neighbors
and the decision of neighbors with larger factor. To organize
the local communication, a communication delay (DTD)
is associated with each sensor. This delay is inversely
proportional with the drowsiness factor. So the sensors with

large factor broadcast their decision earlier. Only the awake
state decision should be broadcasted explicitly, in this way
the communication overhead can be minimal.
The main steps of the Controlled Greedy Sleep (CGS)
Algorithm are the followings:
1) At the beginning of the period, wake up all sensors
whose remaining energy is enough for spending at
least one period awake.
2) Alive sensors broadcast local Hello messages containing their locations. Based on received Hello messages each sensor q builds up its local set of alive
neighbors
S Sq and generates the local bi-partite graph
Gq (Sq Rq , Eq ), and then it calculates its drowsiness
factor Dq .
3) Based on Dq each node q selects a Decision Time
Delay (DT Dq ). Small drowsiness means large DTD,
large drowsiness means small DT D. These delays
provide priorities when nodes announce their Awake
Message (AM ). Each sensor q broadcasts its DT Dq
and starts collecting DT D and AM messages from
the neighborhood. From the received DT D and AM
messages it builds a Delay List (DLq ) and a List of
Awake Neighbors (LANq ) respectively.
4) When DT Dq time elapsed the node q makes a decision based upon LANq and DLq :
- if all regions in Rq can be K-covered using only
nodes present in LANq and/or nodes u present in DLq
for which DT Du > DT Dq then go to sleep
- otherwise stay awake and broadcast an AM to
inform the neigbors of this decision.
Obviously, the communication overhead of the algorithm
depends on the length of periods. At the begining of the
period there are three time intervals: to exchange Hello,
DT D and AM messages respectively. A sensor broadcasts
at most three messages during Te (two if it the node will
go to sleep, three otherwise) and must stay awake in order
to complete the election process. During this extra Te time
sensors consume energy. The scheduling communication and
awake-time overhead can be low if the length T of a period
is significantly longer than Te . But, one can state that this
period can not be too long either.
The determination of the optimal length T is a hard
computation problem. In real cases only empirical and
estimated solutions can be formulated. The study of this
period length with simulation offers significant elements to
choose the period length.
For a detailed presentation of CGS, the reader is referred
to [9].
III. ROUTING P ROPOSAL
The following requirements were posed for this routing:
1) It should take into account the information on sensor
status, determined by the scheduling algorithm.
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2) It should be efficient in terms of forwarding messages
to nodes which are close to optimal (so that the
expected hop count remains low).
3) It should be fault tolerant in an efficient manner (c.f.
req.2.), i.e., two disjoint paths should exist for all
source-sink pairs. By disjoint paths, we mean to paths
which have no common nodes.
Relevant Information obtained from CGS: In order to
efficiently use the energy of the sensor network and have as
few lost messages as possible, the routing algorithm needs
the following information from CGS:
1) The position and remaining energy of neighbors (contained in Hello messages). Note that here only the
neighbors which measure the same are will be known,
not all neighbors within the communication radius.
This would lead to situations where not all possible
routes are used. The enhancement of this would need
a modification of CGS.
2) The sensor status in the next CGS scheduling period
should be considered; here the routing will count only
on sensors which remain awake. This will be contained
in AM messages. Note that the periods of CGS do not
limit the routing in a sense that message trasnfer is not
blocked during the decision mechanism, in contrary,
as all (alive) sensors will be awake, all possible routes
will be available (although not necessarily utilized).
A. Assumptions
We made the following assumptions during our work:
• The source node is coded in the header of each message.
• The algorithm itself does not ensure k-connectivity,
rather it tries to utilize existing connectivity with efficient routing.
• The information of CGS (as described in previous
section) is available for the routing algorithm.
• The communication area is contained by the measurement area. If this does not hold, then the number
of neighbours wrt. measurement (revealed by CGS
messages) does not tell relevant information on the
number of nodes wrt. communication. Note that this
is true for most practical cases, a counterexample can
be a relatively big circle which contains sensors mostly
at the perimeter while the sink is in the middle.
B. Proposed Algorithm
The algorithm that we describe here is intended to compute two disjoint paths. In our algorithm, only sensors
currently active to k-cover can participate in data forwarding.
When useful data is sensed by the source node si, si
sends the sensed data to two neighbours based on its local
information. The selection of the two neighbours can be
based on different criteria. Our selection is basically based
on the remaining energy and the position of the neighbour

node relative to the sink node and the sender node. The
sensor nodes which have maximum value of F(j) will be
selected as relay nodes.

F (j) = E(j) ×

d(s, j)
× cos(aj ) × awk(j)
d(j), Sink

(1)

where E(j) is energy available of sensor node j in the
set of candidate set Y , aj is the critical angle created by
the coordination of node j, the sender node s, and the sink.
d(s,j) , d(j,sink) are distance from the sender node s to node
j and distance from node j to the sink. awk(j) is binary
variable, it takes the value of 1 if the sensor nodej is awake.
Otherwise, it is 1.
Each node received the data packet saves the packet head
into own cache, and send the data packet to the best relay
node which has maximum value of F (j). The number of
neighbours Nb in the slice of the sender node is also sent
to the relay node as shown later in the example.
If a node j receives the same packet twice(node j checks
its cache to verify if it has already received the same packet),
the following control packets are exchanged between concerned nodes in order to obtain two disjoint paths.
For all j nodes where j! = sink
1) j sends a control packet to the sender k (from which
it has received the data packet and that has a bigger
number of neighbors).
2) k selects a new relay node in the set of candidate nodes
Y − j using (1). (cf. figure 1, k selects z).
3) j still a relay node but for the sender which has the
minimum number of neighbors node. (cf. figure 1, j
the relay node of A).
The process continues until the data reach the sink. In
order to enhance more reliability, we can also impose that,
when a sensor forwards a data packet towards the sink, it
would also send an ACK to the sender from which it has
received the packet.
C. Example
Figure 1 illustrates an example of disjoint paths construction. In order to construct two disjoint paths, the source
sends the sensed data to two neighbours A, K based on
its local information.
A and K nodes received the data packet from the source,
A and K send back the data packet to the best relay node ,
which is J in our case (cf. Fig.1 (a)). J receives the same
packet twice. In this case J informs K to change the relay
node (cf. Fig 1 (b)). K was chosen because it has several
neighbours, while A has only j as neighbour. K chooses
another neighbor and the process continues until the data
reach the sink as shown in (cf. Fig 1 (d)).
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Figure 1.

Protection using p-Cycle

IV. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE STEPS
Benefits of this routing include a message transfer to the
sink considering both energy of sensors and direction, fault
tolerance by ensuring two disjoint paths and efficient use
of awake sensors based on information obtaind from CGS
messages.
The algorithm should be validated in practice by executing
simulations on different topologies. Also the effect of period
length and communication intensivity (frequency of messages) would be interesting to investigate. Our expectation
is that small period lengths will be efficient, especially if
there is intense message communication which may cause
a faster deprecation than expected (so that the drowsiness
factor of some sensors will decrease fast).
A possible enhancement to this algorithm would be to
incorporate knowledge on previous decisions. This could be
done e.g., by storing a list in each active sensor containing
source nodes for which there was a collision (so messages
from that particular sensor should be forwarded to the
”second best” neighbor in order to avoid unnecessary control
messages). Note that this list should be refreshed for each
period, as the routes may change as the scheduling of CGS
changes node status.

An important research step would be to investigate the
connection between k-coverage and k-connectivity (where
the guaranteed k values can differ for the two properties!).
Also the presence of articulation nodes can obviously affect
routing (even if k-coverage may be ensured for major parts
of the network).
We have investigated how CGS can work together with
different sensor types where multiple measurement objectives exist and these can be covered by different types
of sensors (e.g., some sensors can measure humidity and
temperautre while others only humidity, etc.). It would be
interesting to see how the routing can work on top of this
(considering that communication itself is not restricted to
equivalent sensors).
Also one can consider an extension to information sent in
the decision phase of CGS to include all sensors within the
communication radius and therefore enable a more efficient
routing.
An additional future step is to investigate the effect of
aggregation, where messages from different source nodes/
different messages from the same source node are waited
for and sent together. This might result in less communication (longer lifetime) with an increased expected message
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transfer time.
Finally, the effect of realistic sensing/communication radius wrt. obstacles among sensors remains a future research
question.
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